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Resonant magnetic Bragg scattering (RMBS) for several re¯ec-

tions has been measured at the Fe K-edge in Fe3O4. The normal

and magnetic X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) for

two types of Fe ion site (tetrahedral and octahedral) were

successfully determined from the analysis of DAFS and RMBS

spectra on the assumption that there was an electric dipole

transition. The obtained normal XANES for the octahedral site is

well explained as a mixture of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions, and the

characteristic feature of the magnetic XANES at the pre-edge

peak is mainly contributed from the Fe3+ ion at the tetrahedral

site.
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1. Introduction

In ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 there are two different sites for Fe ions,

tetrahedral (Td) and octahedral (Oh). The normal X-ray absorp-

tion near-edge structure (XANES) and magnetic XANES

(magnetic circular dichroism, MCD) at these two sites are likely to

differ from each other, re¯ecting the difference in the chemical

bonds. XANES and MCD are very useful tools for investigating

the electronic and magnetic properties in the unoccupied state.

Although several authors have reported on normal and magnetic

XANES measurements at the K-edge in Fe oxide (e.g. DraÈger et

al., 1988; Maruyama et al., 1995), such methods only give infor-

mation averaged over the two sites. Recently, Kawata et al. (1994)

have performed site-speci®c MCD measurements by using a

standing-wave method at the Fe K-edge in yttrium iron garnet

(YIG). They have shown that the pre-edge structure originates

from the Fe3+ ions at the Td site. However, this method can only be

applied for a perfect crystal.

Such site-speci®c measurements can also be performed using

resonant enhancements of the anomalous scattering factors in the

vicinity of the absorption edge: diffraction anomalous ®ne struc-

ture (DAFS) and resonant magnetic Bragg scattering (RMBS).

From DAFS, the anomalous scattering factor due to charge scat-

tering can be obtained by measuring the energy dependence of

the Bragg re¯ection (Vacinova et al., 1995). The RMBS gives the

magnetic anomalous scattering factors, which correspond to the

magnetic Faraday rotation and MCD (Gibbs et al., 1988).

In this paper, we examine the DAFS and RMBS spectra at the

Fe K-edge in Fe3O4. We have determined the site-speci®c XANES

and MCD spectra for the Td and Oh sites by ®tting experimental

DAFS and RMBS data to formalisms based on the 1s±4p dipole

transition. We then compare the results obtained with the average

XANES and MCD spectra in Fe3O4 and the site-speci®c MCD in

YIG.

2. Experimental

The sample used was a single-crystal in the form of an 8 mm-

diameter and 1 mm-thick (110) plate. The experiments were

carried out at the beamline 15B of the Photon Factory at the

Institute of Materials Structure Science. The white X-rays were

monochromated with an Si (331) channel-cut-type mono-

chromator. The sample was put at the centre of the pole pieces of

an electromagnet. A magnetic ®eld of 0.37 T was applied

perpendicular to the horizontal scattering plane. The Bragg scat-

tering and ¯uorescence X-ray intensity from the sample were

detected by a solid-state detector. The incident X-ray intensity

was also monitored with an ionization chamber. The RMBS

intensity was de®ned as �I=�2I� � �I� ÿ Iÿ�=�I� � Iÿ�, where I+

and Iÿ correspond to the Bragg scattering intensities in the up and

down magnetic ®eld directions, respectively. The energy depen-

dence of these intensities was measured around the Fe K-edge. All

measurements were made at room temperature.

We chose the (444), (440), (620) and (662) re¯ections. The

structure factors F due to the charge scattering can be calculated

by

F444 � 2f �Td� ÿ 4f �Oh� � 7:8794f �O�
F440 � 2f �Td� � 4f �Oh� � 7:9194f �O�
F620 � 2f �Td� ÿ 0:0604f �O�
F662 � ÿi�4f �Oh� ÿ 7:9194f �O��; �1�

where f(Td,Oh) represents the atomic form factors of Fe ions for

the two crystallographic sites and f(O) represents that of the

oxygen ion. The signs of the magnetic form factors for the two Fe

sites are opposite because the magnetic moments for two Fe sites

are antiparallel-coupled. In this calculation, we used the oxygen

parameter u = 0.379.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. DAFS data analysis

The atomic form factor f is written as

f � f0 � f 0 � if 00: �2�
Here, the Thomson scattering factor f0 is an energy-independent

term. On the other hand, the anomalous scattering terms f 0 and f 00

show energy-dependence in the vicinity of an absorption edge.

Therefore, we can determine f 0 and f 00 for the Td and Oh sites by

combining the DAFS spectra for several re¯ections. The

imaginary part of the anomalous scattering terms is related to the

real part by the Kramers±Kronig relation

f 0�!� � 2

�

Z 1
0

!0f 00�!0�
!2 ÿ !02 d!0: �3�

First, we determined the anomalous scattering factors due to the

charge scattering from the DAFS spectra. Under the assumptions

of the kinematical diffraction theory and assuming there is no
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anisotropy of the anomalous scattering factors, the DAFS inten-

sity can be written in the following form,

I�!� � A cos2 2�jFj2=�; �4�
where cos 2� is the polarization factor, � is the average absorption

coef®cient and A is a proportional constant. In (4), the structure

factor F is given by

F�!� �
X

j

�j

�
f0j �

2

�

Z
!0f 00j �!0�
!2 ÿ !02 d!0 � if 00j �!�

�
; �5�

where the sum is taken over the different crystallographic sites

labelled by j, and �j represents the contribution of their atomic

form factors to the corresponding re¯ection index. The integra-

tion in (5) was made over as wide an energy range as possible, and

the theoretical value of f 00 (Sasaki, 1984) was used in the energy

region far from the edge. The anomalous scattering terms were

determined by minimizing the residual �2 � jFj2cal ÿ jFj2exp. As

shown in Fig. 1, the results match the pro®le of the experimental

data as well as the characteristic feature structure, except in the

case of the (440) re¯ection, where the kinematical diffraction

theory is inadequate due to extinction effects. It is worth

mentioning that the remarkable feature of the DAFS on the (662)

re¯ection can also be explained; the DAFS intensity increases at

the absorption edge because the imaginary part of the anomalous

scattering terms is dominant. Fig. 2 shows the anomalous scat-

tering terms obtained for the Td and Oh sites with the absorption

spectra. The absorption spectrum (average f 00) has a pre-edge

peak A at around 7.112 keVand a resonance feature B in the main

absorption region. The imaginary part of the anomalous scattering

terms for the Td site yields a clear pre-edge structure, but the pre-

edge feature is weak and broad for the Oh site. This indicates that

the pre-edge peak mainly originates from the Fe ions at the Td site.

On the other hand, only the Oh site shows a strong resonance

feature. As shown in Fig. 2, this structure around the main edge

can be reproduced by two Lorentzian curves with a 5 eV energy

shift. Therefore, the shoulders at the lower- and higher-energy

sides correspond to the contribution from the Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions,

respectively, in the Oh sites. The estimated chemical shift is

consistent with the result reported by Sasaki (1995).

3.2. RMBS analysis

Next we determined the magnetic anomalous scattering terms

f 0m and f 00m from the RMBS data. On the assumption of a 1s±4p

dipole transition, the scattering amplitude containing the

magnetic (spin) scattering is given by (Blume & Gibbs, 1988;

Hannon et al., 1988)

�SA�2 �
����P

j

�j cos 2��f0j � f 0j � if 00j �

� i
h- !

mc2

X
j

�j�kf � ki�Sj�k� �6a�

� i
P

j

�j�e�f � ei�zj�F1;1 ÿ F1;ÿ1�
����2

�
����P

j

�j cos 2��f0j � f 0j � if 00j �

� i
P

j

�j sin 2��f m
0j � f 0mj � if 00mj �

����2 �6b�

� cos2 2�
��F0 � F 0 � iF 00

��2
� 2 sin 2� cos 2���F0 � F 0�F 00m ÿ F 00�Fm

0 � F 0m��
� sin2 2�

��Fm
0 � F 0m � iF 00m

��2; �6c�
where ei and ef are the electric polarization vectors for the inci-

dent and scattered X-rays, respectively, ki and kf are the incident

and scattered wavevectors, zj is the unit vector in the direction of

the magnetization, �h- !=mc2�Sj�k� � f m
0j is the non-resonant

magnetic form factor, F1;1 ÿ F1;ÿ1 � f 0mj � if 00mj are the magnetic

anomalous scattering factors, the double sign (�) corresponds to

up and down magnetic ®eld directions and m denotes the

magnetic component. In (6a), FL,M, where L is the order of the

transition and M is the change in angular momentum from the

Figure 1
Experimental (circles) and calculated (solid line) DAFS spectra for the (a)
(444), (b) (440), (c) (620) and (d) (662) re¯ections at the Fe K-edge in
Fe3O4.

Figure 2
Imaginary (upper panel) and real (lower panel) parts of the anomalous
scattering terms obtained for the Td (open circles) and Oh (closed circles)
sites with the average XANES spectra (solid line) at the Fe K-edge in
Fe3O4. The dotted lines represent the Lorentzian curves ®tted to the
structure for the Oh site in the main-edge region.
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initial state to the excited ®nal state, gives the strength of the

resonance scattering. Since the third magnetic terms of (6c) can be

ignored, the RMBS intensity can be rewritten as

�I

2I
' 2 tan 2�

�F0 � F 0�F 00m ÿ F 00F 0m ÿ F 00Fm
0

jFj2charge

: �7�

We found that the RMBS spectra contained not only the

imaginary part of the magnetic anomalous scattering terms

corresponding to the MCD but also the real part of the magnetic

scattering. In particular, the contribution from the non-resonant

magnetic scattering shows an energy-dependence as a result of the

coupling with the imaginary part of the anomalous scattering

terms due to charge scattering. Since the magnetic anomalous

scattering factors are zero well below the absorption threshold,

the non-resonant magnetic term can be estimated from (7). We

estimate f0
m ' 0.19 for the (662) re¯ection, in agreement with

results of magnetic neutron scattering. Since the structure factors

due to the charge scattering were already obtained from the

DAFS analysis, we can determine the magnetic anomalous scat-

tering terms from the re®nement of the cross terms in (7),

expanded using the Kramers±Kronig relationship. To ensure the

validity of this analysis, we compared our calculated results with

the average MCD in Fe3O4 and the site-speci®c MCD in YIG.

Fig. 3 shows the f 00m for the Td and Oh sites obtained in this

analysis compared with the results from the site-speci®c MCD in

YIG. For the Td site, the pro®le in Fe3O4 shows a behaviour

similar to that in YIG; there is a sharp dispersion-type structure at

the pre-edge peak, and a weak structure with a positive sign in the

wide energy range above the pre-edge peak. A strong magnetic

effect at the Oh site appears in the main-edge region for both

Fe3O4 and YIG. However, the pro®les differ from each other. The

Fe3O4 pro®le seems to have shifted to the lower-energy side

compared with the YIG pro®le. This shift is probably due to the

difference in the electronic con®guration at the Oh site between

Fe3O4 [(Fe3+Fe2+)Oh
] and YIG [2(Fe3+)Oh

]. The estimated energy

shift is about 3.7 eV, which is consistent with the chemical shift

between Fe2.5+ and Fe3+.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined DAFS and RMBS spectra from the Fe

K-edge in Fe3O4. From our DAFS and RMBS analysis, we

determined the anomalous scattering factors for the Td and Oh

sites due to the charge and magnetic scattering. We observed that

the pre-edge structure in the XANES spectrum originates from

the Td site, while the resonance feature in the main-edge region

originates from the Oh site. In the RMBS analysis, we pointed out

the importance of taking into account all of the cross terms

between the charge and the magnetic scattering. We also found

that the dispersive-type MCD in the pre-edge region is due to Fe

ions at the Td site, while the MCD in the main-edge region is due

to the contributions from the Oh and Td sites. The RMBS spectra

at the K-edge could mostly be explained with a formalism based

on the assumption of a 1s±4p dipole transition. Therefore, the

magnetic resonance scattering amplitude is mainly due to this

dipole transition.
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Figure 3
The imaginary part of the magnetic anomalous scattering terms obtained
for the Td (left panel) and Oh (right panel) sites at the Fe K-edge in Fe3O4

(open circles) and YIG (closed circles).
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